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ACROSS
1. A small lump or protuberance.
4. Estimation of the amount of lumber in a

log.
11. United States tennis player who was the

first Black to win United States and
English singles championships (1943-
1993).

15. The sign language used in the United
States.

16. The type of environment in which an
organism or group normally lives or
occurs.

17. Harsh or corrosive in tone.
18. The state prevailing during the absence

of war.
20. (possibly Roman) Goddess of horses

and mules and asses.
21. An narrative telling the adventures of a

hero or a family.
22. Of or relating to or involving an area.
23. A flat thin rectangular slab (as of fired

clay or rubber or linoleum) used to
cover surfaces.

25. The shape of a raised edge of a more
or less circular object.

26. A user interface in which you type
commands instead of choosing them
from a menu or selecting an icon.

28. Remove the scales from.
31. East Indian tree whose leaves are used

for fodder.
34. A very light colorless element that is

one of the six inert gasses.
35. A system of one or more computers

and associated software with common
storage.

38. A small flat triangular bone in front of
the knee that protects the knee joint.

42. Being nine more than forty.
43. Slender bristlelike appendage found on

the bracts of grasses.
44. Flat tableland with steep edges.
48. Indian religious leader who founded

Sikhism (1469-1538).
51. The place where some action occurs.
53. A river in north central Switzerland that

runs northeast into the Rhine.
54. Any of numerous low-growing cush-

ion-forming plants of the genus Draba
having rosette-forming leaves and ter-
minal racemes of small flowers with
scapose or leafy stems.

55. The fourth month of the Hindu calen-
dar.

56. The virus that causes acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS).

57. A public promotion of some product
or service.

58. A genus of Indriidae.
60. An accidental hole that allows some-

thing (fluid or light etc.) to enter or
escape.

63. A Mid-Atlantic state.
65. A pale rose-colored variety of the ruby

spinel.
67. (Scotland) A slope or hillside.
69. A Loloish language.
73. An anxiety disorder associated with

serious traumatic events and charac-
terized by such symptoms as guilt
about surviving or reliving the trauma
in dreams or numbness and lack of
involvement with reality or recurrent
thoughts and images.

76. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.

80. Rare (usually fatal) brain disease (usu-
ally in middle age) caused by an
unidentified slow virus.

81. A genus of herbs and shrubs belonging
to the family Euphorbiaceae.

83. A workplace for the conduct of scien-
tific research.

84. Grass mowed and cured for use as
fodder.

85. French general who became Emperor
of the French (1769-1821).

86. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. Plant with an elongated head of broad

stalked leaves resembling celery.
2. A person who makes use of a thing.
3. (Scottish) Bluish-black or gray-blue.
4. Lac purified by heating and filtering.
5. A white metallic element that burns with

a brilliant light.
6. Assist or encourage, usually in some

wrongdoing.
7. Any oily organic compound insoluble in

water but soluble in organic solvents.
8. Eaten as mush or as a thin gruel.
9. God of wisdom or prophesy.
10. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
11. An associate degree in applied science.
12. Made afraid.
13. A Chadic language spoken south of

Lake Chad.
14. Mild yellow Dutch cheese made in

balls.
19. A hidden storage space (for money or

provisions or weapons).
24. A soft silvery metallic element of the

alkali earth group.
27. (Islam) The man who leads prayers in a

mosque.
29. A ductile gray metallic element of the

lanthanide series.
30. (folklore) A corpse that rises at night to

drink the blood of the living.
32. Relating to or existing in the mind or

thoughts.
33. Any of various plants of the genus

Senna having pinnately compound
leaves and showy usually yellow flow-
ers.

36. Any of numerous pale-colored butter-
flies having three pairs of well-devel-
oped legs.

37. The part of a garment that is attached
at armhole and provides a cloth cover-
ing for the arm.

39. (Judaism) A Jewish festival (traditionally
8 days) celebrating the exodus of the
Israelites from Egypt.

40. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the
earth and mother of Cronus and the
Titans in ancient mythology.

41. An official prosecutor for a judicial dis-
trict.

45. Interface consisting of a standard port
between a computer and its peripher-
als that is used in some computers.

46. Cut the head of.
47. The syllable naming the sixth (subme-

diant) note of a major or minor scale in
solmization.

49. Lower in esteem.
50. (Polynesian) An alcoholic drink made

from the aromatic roots of the kava
shrub.

52. Agency of the United States govern-
ment charged with mediating disputes
between management and labor.

59. A river that rises in northern Colombia
and flows generally eastward to the
Orinoco in central Venezuela.

61. A silvery ductile metallic element found
primarily in bauxite.

62. The 11th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
64. After the expected or usual time.
66. An ancient upright stone slab bearing

markings.
68. A Hindu prince or king in India.
70. Strike sharply.
71. A town in Hawaii on the island of

Hawaii.
72. Any group or radical of the form RCO-

where R is an organic group.
74. Someone who works (or provides

workers) during a strike.
75. A Chadic language spoken south of

Lake Chad.
77. Cooking utensil consisting of a wide

metal vessel.
78. Any of various primates with short tails

or no tail at all.
79. Of a light yellowish-brown color n 1.
82. A trivalent metallic element of the rare

earth group.
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Thursday’s Solution

Aries, you are experiencing an unrealistic feeling today. You may be
having to really resist the urge to daydream. Focusing on the tasks set before you
seem impossible. You may find your friends and co-workers become frustrated
when dealing with this side of you. A bit of soul-searching may be in order. You
need to force yourself to snap back to reality and pick up where you left off. Get
to the root of the matter that has you preoccupied so you will be able to push
forward. Once you realize what caused this mood you should be able to push on
and lead a more productive day, Aries. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus, today may find you a bit unsatisfied with your surroundings.
It may be someone or the physical place you are in that is just not sitting right
with you. You may feel as if someone or something is holding you back or may
just feel frustrated by your life in general. This may be a great time for an evening
out and about. Change your surroundings. Clear your head but choose your com-
pany wisely to avoid any conflict as this is a time you need to have fun. You have
to find a comfortable balance between work life, family, and social life. Taurus,
remember it is good for you to get out and enjoy yourself from time to time. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini, no problem is too big for you today. This is a great day to
make decisions and solve problems. You will find a way around any obstacle that
is placed in your path today. This is a day you are in total control and guide
yourself easily through the day . You may find an awesome opportunity comes
your way today. With your sense of direction this will be a perfect deal for you,
Gemini. Jump on this offer. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer, remember to count to ten and take deep breaths. Buckle up.
Today will be one of those days. You will need to exercise patience and self-
control today. This will be a day you may feel pushed beyond your breaking
point. You will easily be able to make clear decisions regarding others today.
This is a time even frustration and anger will not effect your ability to remain in
control of business, Cancer. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Virgo, resist the need to be “wonderful.” Such a reputation may
sound good at first, but it’s a trap. It sets up unrealistic expectations. It leads to a
need to please. And that leads to conflict-inner and outer. Don’t punish by trying
to maintain an unrealistic reputation. Be yourself. Do what’s natural. Remind
yourself that you are enough just the way you are, Virgo 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Libra, when you hear the phone ring today, answer it. You have a
friend in need and you are just the person to help them out. You are understand-
ing. There is no issue too personal that your friend feels they can not discuss with
you. Your guidance and knowledge are priceless to this person. The first person
they feel they need to run to when things go wrong. Be careful to not take on
emotional baggage when offering your advice. This is not your circus and these
are not your monkeys. You have to remember there is a difference between sym-
pathy and empathy. Use caution, Libra. The weight of the world does not belong
on your shoulders. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Scorpio, you are experiencing an unrealistic feeling today. You may
be having to really resist the urge to daydream. Focusing on the tasks set before
you seem impossible. You may find your friends and co-workers become frustrat-
ed when dealing with this side of you. A bit of soul-searching may be in order.
You need to force yourself to snap back to reality and pick up where you left off.
Get to the root of the matter that has you preoccupied so you will be able to
push forward. Once you realize what caused this mood you should be able to
push on and lead a more productive day, Scorpio. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Sagittarius, a difficult path may lay ahead. You may find that career
opportunities could hinder your need for change and self-growth. What may be
best for your personal life may totally interfere with your career. Now is a great
time to understand those around you. This could be a special time for you and
someone you love. Keep your priorities straight and do what is best for your
future. Remember, they say money can’t buy happiness, Sagittarius.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces, what a wonderful day! Today finds you full of love and appre-
ciation for life. You may have a new outlook on life and a deep gratitude for all
that is around you. This mood could leave you showing much affection to those
close to you. You find a great sense of peace and fulfillment as you receive this
affection in return. You are radiant today. Others will feel attracted and drawn to
your warm presence. You may find yourself doing a bit of soul searching as you
have found peace in your world and this is a place you want to remain, Pisces.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius, this is a time you may begin to see and truly appreciate the
beauty in all that surrounds you. Times when you feel like this, it is best if you
steer clear from the mall. These are the times you tend to overindulge and bring
home everything in sight. You love it and have to have it are words you would be
hearing yourself say. Focus on your family and nature and the beauty all of these
things possess. You may find yourself overspending if you focus on material pos-
sessions, Aquarius 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

Leo, do you know the difference in sympathy and empathy? This is
a day you find yourself you are empathic of others. You are starting to look
beneath and beyond the surface what others expose of their self. Call it intuition
or whatever you would like. You know how to read people. This may be a talent
and curse all rolled into one. The level of empathy you are starting to feel for
others may be dragging you down. You have to learn to care for others without
emotionally taking their problems on as your own. You are loved and admired
for your caring nature, Leo. 

Capricorn, how do you feel about your position in life? If you answer
this in any way other than positive then now is the time for change. You are able
to see things very clearly now. Set a goal and make any necessary changes in
your life to help accomplish it. With your strength and determination, nothing can
hold you back. You are in a great position to be able to communicate your feel-
ings to others. You will find support for your dreams and ideas from those closest
to you. Reach for the stars, Capricorn. 


